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Model

The chosen design was that of a single event data model, rather than

using the Tracker model. 1While being more powerful in terms of 1 See the di�erences between a

Tracker and a single events data

model
analytics and client tracking, the Tracker approach would result in

cumbersome and error-prone mobile data entry and more complex

analytics and is generally less stable than the �single event� approach.

Overview

The set up complements the program design where:

� The mobilisation of the unmarried girls (9ja girls) is tracked on

separate sheet; 9ja Girls Community Mobilization.

� The married girls (MMA) mobilization by Male IPCA is recorded

on a separate sheet; Male IPCA Mobilization.

� The clients registration, attendance and service provision sheets are

recorded in the Attendance and Service Log.

Figure 1: Overview of DHIS2 con�g.

Programs

There are three single events programs:2

2 See the live set up in production.

Development set up is available in the

sandbox

1. NG RH A360 � 9ja Girls Community Mobilization

2. NG RH A360 � Male IPCA Session Attendance Sheets

3. NG RH A360 � Attendance and Service Log

Program Details

NG RH A360 - 9ja Girls Community Mobilization tracks

clients mobilization and referral information for unmarried or 9ja

girls. It consists of three sections:

Figure 2: NG RH A360 - 9ja Girls

Community Mobilization1. Mobilizer that records details about the mobilizer.

2. One-on-One Session that captures the number of clients reached

through a one on one session.

3. Group Session that stores information about clients reached in a

group session.

https://data.psi-mis.org/
https://sandbox.psi-mis.org/
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NG RH A360 - Male IPCA Session Attendance Sheets tracks

clients mobilization and referral information for the married or 9ja

girls. It consists of two sections:

Figure 3: NG RH A360 - 9ja Girls

Community Mobilization1. Male IPCA that records details about the mobilizer.

2. Daily Total Reached that captures a summary of the mobiliza-

tion.

NG RH A360 - Attendance and Service Log tracks the regis-

tration, attendance and service provision sheets for all the clients. It

consists of four sections:

Figure 4: NG RH A360 - Attendance

and Service Log1. Registration that records details about the girl, including the

program attended, referral details, and the name of the mobilizer.

2. Mentorship Attendance that records the mentorship classes at-

tended by the married girls

3. 9ja Girl Attendance speci�cally for the unmarried girls, an entry

point for service provision.

4. Service Provision that records the services issued by a provider,

including the type of visit, method removed, and date of follow up

visit.

Sharing Settings
Sharing settings allows users to

view or edit the metadata or data

in DHIS2. They provide access to

members belonging to a user-group

where the metadata or data are

shared.

The set-up is shared to:

� NG � A360 Admins with rights to edit, capture and view data from

all NG A360 programs.

� NG � A360 Users with rights to view and capture data from all NG

A360 programs.

Additional sharing is provided for the 9ja mobilizers and Male

IPCA to enable access to the mobilization programs.

� NG � 9ja Mobilizers with rights to capture and view 9ja girl's

community mobilization.

� NG � A360 Male IPCAs with rights to capture and view Male IPCA

session attendance sheets.

Program Rules

The programs implement two types of program rules:3 3 read more about program rules

1. Validation patterns to a�rm that the data is correct, consistent,

and of the right quality.

2. Escape patterns to hide and switch between di�erent sections for

easy navigation on the forms.

https://docs.dhis2.org/2.30/en/user/html/configure_program_rule.html

